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OVERVIEWI.

Global Citizenship Education (GCED)

Global Citizenship Education (GCED) aims to be 

transformative, equipping learners of all ages with 

the values, knowledge and skills that reflect and instill 

respect for human rights, social justice, diversity, gender 

equality and environmental sustainability; and that 

empower learners to be responsible global citizens. 

GCED gives learners the competences and opportunities 

to realize their rights and obligations to promote a more 

inclusive, just and peaceful world.
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1. Background
The former United Nations Secretary-General Mr. Ban Ki-Moon’s ’s Global Education First 
Initiative (GEFI) recognizes Global Citizenship Education (GCED) as one of its three priorities. 
UNSG GEFI has generated momentum for GCED which has since been included in the target 
of the education goal in the Muscat Agreement, Incheon Declaration and in the Sustainable 
Development Goals (SDGs).

The SDGs is a global agenda comprised of 17 goals aiming to end poverty, protect the planet 
and ensure prosperity for all, was adopted. In particular, Goal 4 reflects a new global vision for 
education for sustainable development to “ensure inclusive and equitable quality education 
and promote lifelong opportunities for all,” and includes fostering global citizenship through 
education in the accompanying Target 4.7. Following this, the Education 2030 Framework 
for Action in regard to SDGs’ Goal 4, highlights the importance of Global Citizenship Education 
(GCED) and specifying its implementation strategies for the next fifteen years.

In fact, the SDG 4 does not stand alone. It is closely linked to the achievement of each and 
every SDG: hunger eradication, improved health, gender equality and women’s empowerment, 
sustainable production and consumption, resilient cities, and more equal and inclusive societies. 
Therefore, education must respond to the changes and challenges of today and foster the skills 
and attitudes of all learners that will lead to building a more peaceful and sustainable future. In 
order to achieve this goal, teaching and learning activities through GCED in all education settings 
should be further facilitated and strengthened. The role of teacher educators and trainers is 
indispensable in this endeavour, being the key agents to create multiplying effects in various 
learning environments.

Introduction

“We must foster global citizenship. Education is about more than 
literacy and numeracy. It is also about citizenry. Education must 
fully assume its essential role in helping people to forge more just, 
peaceful and tolerant societies.” 

- Ban Ki-moon, UN Secretary-General 
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In this context, the Asia-Pacific Centre of Education for International Understanding (APCEIU) 
is organizing the Second Global Capacity-Building Workshop on GCED in collaboration with 
UNESCO in order to contribute to achieving the Target 4.7 by enhancing the capacity of teacher 
educators and trainers in implementing GCED. This 2-week workshop will provide participants 
opportunities to better understand the concept and internalize the pedagogical principles of 
GCED, while engaging in meaningful dialogues and sharing experiences with educators from 
different countries, cultures, and contexts, and developing their own action plans. During the 
workshop, participants will also enjoy a unique opportunity to participate in the International 
Conference on GCED: Platform on Pedagogy and Practice scheduled for 13-14 September 
2017 in Seoul, Korea. 

2. Objectives
• To expand the participants’ understanding and knowledge of the key concepts and principles 
of GCED
• To enhance the capacities of teacher educators and teacher trainers in developing countries 
• To reorient the participants’ perspectives towards a Culture of Peace through critical and 
reflective analysis of the current educational issues
• To strengthen the participants’ practical skills to design and implement GCED training 
programmes tailored to their respective local context
• To establish the human resources network for promotion of GCED in different regions

3. Expected Outcomes
• GCED advocating networks established 
• Groundwork for implementing GCED strengthened and strategies identified for promoting 
GCED as a part of Education 2030
• Cooperative partnership for educational development through GCED broadened

4. Organizers and Partners
• Organizer: APCEIU
• Sponsor: Ministry of Education of Republic of Korea
• Partner organizations: UNESCO HQ, Regional offices of UNESCO, National Commissions for 
UNESCO and related international organizations in Africa, Arab States, Asia-Pacific, Europe and 
Central and South America

5. Date and Venues
• Date: 4 - 15 September 2017 (2 weeks)
• Venue: APCEIU, Republic of Korea
• Seoul 
• Gyeonggi Province (Paju)

6. Number of Participants
• 32 participants from the UNESCO Member States in Africa, Arab States, Asia and the Pacific, 
Europe, and Latin America
1) 22 educators from national teacher education institutions 
2) 10 educators from civil society organizations, NGOs, and APCEIU’s partner organizations
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Programme Schedule

Day 1, 3 September (Sun) : Arrival

Morning

Afternoon 

Arrival

Dinner
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Day 2, 4 September (Mon)

Session 1. Opening and Setting the Stage

09:00-09:40

09:40-10:00

10:00-10:30

10:30-10:50

10:50-12:10

12:10-13:30

13:30-13:50

13:50-15:10

15:10-15:30

 

Move to APCIEU

Registration / Meet and Greet

1.1. Opening Ceremony

MC: Ms. Soohyun Lim, Assistant Programme Specialist, 

APCEIU 

- Opening Remarks by Mr. Utak Chung, Director of APCEIU

- Welcoming Remarks by Mr. Yeonghan Choi, Director-General 

of International Cooperation Bureau, Ministry of Education, 

Republic of Korea 

- Congratulatory Remarks by the representatives of the 

diplomatic missions in Korea

- Introduction of Guests, Participants and Facilitators

Group Photo and Break

1.2. Keynote Speeches] Fostering Global Citizenship 

Education (GCED) for Shaping a Peaceful and Sustainable 

Future 

Moderated by Ms. Yangsook Lee, Head, Office of Education 

and Training, APCEIU 

1) Fostering Global Citizenship in the Context of SDG 4.7 and 

Global/Regional Efforts for GCED 

Mr. Utak Chung, Director of APCEIU

2) A Story of a Brizilian School for Educational Innovation and 

Fostering Global Citizenship

Mr. Wemerson da Silva Nogueira, Teacher, EEEFM Antonio dos 

Santos Neves, Brazil / Top 10 Finalist, Global Teacher Prize 

2017, Varkey Foundation

Welcoming Luncheon

Workshop Orientation

Yangsook Lee and Soohyun Lim, Office of Education and 

Training, APCEIU

1.3. Community-Building

Facilitated by Ms. Lea Espallardo, Senior Resident Artist 

Teacher, Philippine Educational Theater Association (PETA)

Break

EIU Hall, 

APCEIU

EIU Hall, 

APCEIU

EIU Hall, 

APCEIU
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Session 2. Understanding the Global/Regional/National Contexts of Promoting 
GCED

15:30-17:20

17:20-17:30

09:00-11:00

11:00-11:20

11:20-12:20

2.1. Promoting GCED as a Key Target of SDG 4 and 

Education 2030 

Moderated by Yangsook Lee, APCEIU

1) An overview of the SDGs with the focus on SDG 4.7, Dr. 

Manana Ratiani, Deputy Director, National Center for Teacher 

Professional Development (NCTPD), Georgia

2) Core Competences of GCED and Its Topics and Learning 

Objectives, Ms. Lydia Luprecht, Team Leader and Programme 

Specialist, Section on Education for Sustainable Development 

and Global Citizenship, UNESCO (Video presentation) 

3) Teachers’ Competences for Education 2030, Dr. Manana 

Ratiani, Deputy Director, NCTPD, Georgia

4) Talk on GCED and Educational Development, APCEIU ENT

- Initial exploration of some key questions on GCED

Wrap-up 

2.2.Understanding the Conceptual Framework of GCED 

Facilitated by Prof. Toh Swee-Hin, Professor Emeritus, Alberta 

University

- Understanding conceptual underpinnings of GCED: lineage, 

complementarities and synergies with diverse transformative 

education fields, including EIU

Break

2.3. Understanding the Regional and National Contexts of 

Promoting GCED 

Moderated by Lea Espallardo, Manana Ratiani, Ana Maria 

Rodino, Toh Swee-Hin

- Identifying the priority issues, challenges and opportunities in 

promoting GCED 

- Sharing participants’ related experiences and ideas for action 

plan 

- In 4 groups by region: 1) Africa, 2) Arab States and Europe, 3) 

Asia-Pacific, 4) Latin America and the Caribbean 

EIU Hall, 

APCEIU

EIU Hall, 

APCEIU

EIU Hall, 

APCEIU

Day 3, 5 September (Tue)
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Session 3. Deepening the Understanding of GCED:
Key Thematic Areas and Effective Pedagogical Approaches

15:20-17:30

12:20-13:20

13:20-14:10

14:10-15:00

15:00-15:20

09:00-12:00

12:00-12:30

12:30-13:30

13:30-16:30

3.1. Respect for Cultural Diversity

Facilitated by Ms. Lea Espallardo, PETA

- Exploring commonalities and differences in “self” and “others” 

through creative and participatory activities

- Exploring the effective pedagogical approaches to education 

to respect diversity in the context of GCED

Lunch

2.3. Continued.

Faclitated by Dr. Ana Maria Rodino, Education Consultant, Inter-

American Institute of Human Rights, Costa Rica 

- Reporting back in plenary

Reflection and Synthesis (1)

Facilitated by Dr. Manana Ratiani, Deputy Director, NCTPD, 

Georgia 

Break

3.2. Dismantling a Culture of War and Building a Culture 

of Peace

Facilitated by Prof. Toh Swee-Hin

- Understanding the root causes of conflicts that underpin a 

culture of war and other manifestations of direct or physical 

violence 

- Exploring  the role of GCED in promoting a culture of peace 

through  integrating the issues of militarization, nonviolence and 

conflict resolution and transformation.

Sharing the Efforts for GCED (by participants) 1

Lunch

3.3. Education for Building a Sustainable Future

Facilitated by Dr. Manana Ratiani, Deputy Director, NCTPD, 

Georgia

- Understanding the environmental, social, and economic 

dimensions of sustainable development, exploring the key 

EIU Hall, 

APCEIU

EIU Hall, 

APCEIU

EIU Hall, 

APCEIU

EIU Hall, 

APCEIU

EIU Hall, 

APCEIU

Day 4, 6 September (Wed)
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16:30-16:40

16:40-17:30

17:30-19:10

19:30-21:00

issues related to education for sustainable development 

- Exploring the effective pedagogical approaches to ESD in the 

context of GCED

Break

Visit to the Global Citizen Campus

Dinner and Move to Han River Cruise 

Han River Cruise

09:00-10:30

10:30-10:50

10:50-12:20

12:20-13:20

13:20-13:40

13:40-16:10

16:10-16:30

16:30-17:20

3.4. Promoting Respect for Human Rights

1) Understanding the key concepts and principles of human 

rights

Facilitated by Prof. Hyoje Cho, Professor, SongKongHoe 

Univesity, Seoul, Korea

Break

2) Effective Pedagogical Approaches to Promoting Human 

Rights Education in the Context of GCED 

Facilitated by Dr. Ana Maria Rodino, Education Consultant, 

Inter-American Institute of Human rights

Lunch

Sharing the Efforts for GCED (by participants) 2

3.5. Building Global/Local Justice

Facilitated by Prof. Toh Swee-Hin

- Clarifying the role of structural violence (economic and social 

inequalities and marginalization) in promoting conflicts globally 

and locally;

-  Education for building global/local justice as one pillar of 

GCED

- Mapping interconnectedness of all themes and issues in a 

holistic GCED framework

Break

Reflection and Synthesis (2)

Facilitated by Prof. Toh Swee-Hin and Dr. Ana Maria Rodino

EIU Hall, 

APCEIU

EIU Hall, 

APCEIU

EIU Hall, 

APCEIU

Day 5, 7 September (Thu)
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09:00-13:00

13:00-14:00

14:00-14:30

14:30-16:30

16:30-17:20

18:00-21:00

08:00-15:00

(14:00-15:00)

15:00-

[School Visit] Innovative Practices of GCED at the School 

- Seoul Kongyeon Elementary School / Shinsu Middle School

(In two groups) 

Move to APCEIU

Sharing the Efforts for GCED (by participants) 3

3.6 Transformative Pedagogies for GCED 

Facilitated by Ms. Lea Espallardo, Senior Resident Artist 

Teacher, PETA

- Understanding the pedagogical principles, approaches, tools, 

and practices for teaching GCED

- Exploring participatory and creative pedagogical methods and 

skills consistent with the values and principles of GCED

Reflection and Synthesis (3)

Facilitated by Ms. Lea Espallardo, Senior Resident Artist 

Teacher, PETA

Dinner and Cultural Night

[Field Visit] Visit to Demilitarized Zone 

- Visit to Panmunjom 

- Debriefing of the Field Visit (Facilitated by Toh Swee-Hin) 

Free TIme

EIU Hall, 

APCEIU

Day 6, 8 September (Fri)

Day 7, 9 September (Sat)

Day 8, 10 September(Sun): No Official Schedule and Free Time
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Day 9, 11 September (Mon) 

Session 4. Focus Study: Prevention of Violent Extremism through Education (PVE-E)

09:00-10:10

10:10-10:30

10:30-12:00

12:00-13:00

13:00-14:30

14:30-14:50

14:50-15:50

15:50-16:10

16:10-17:40

4.1. Understanding Violent Extremism and the Role of 

Education in Prevention Efforts 

Facilitated by Mr. Dylan Wray, Executive Director, Shikaya, South 

Africa

1) Why PVE-E now & the role of education 

2) Creating a safe space to talk about VE

3) “What we know, think we know and want to know “ -  

understanding the Key Related Concepts, Causes

Break

4.1. Continued

4) The Power of the Classroom - Discussing Contentious Issues 

and Promoting Socio-Emotional Learning

- Identity

- Our Universe of Obligation

- The Present is ours – a Silent Conversation

Lunch

4.2. Regional Contexts of Violent Extremism – The Push 

and Pull

Facilitated by Mr. Dylan Wray, Executive Director, Shikaya, South 

Africa

- The push and Pull in Sub-Saharan Africa as an example

- Sharing the Push and Pull factors and education actions/

possibilities in regional contexts

- Finding what’s different and what’s unique

Break

4.3. Key Resources and Effective Pedagogical 

Approaches to PVE-E 

1) Introduction to UNESCO Tools on PVE-E: Policy Guide and 

Teacher’s Guide

Facilitated by Dylan Wray

Break

2) Reflective discussion on the effective pedagogical 

approaches to PVE-E in the context of GCED

Facilitated by Dylan Wray

GCE Hall, 

APCEIU

GCE Hall, 

APCEIU

GCE Hall, 

APCEIU

GCE Hall, 

APCEIU
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Day 10, 12 September (Tue) 

Session 5: Innovative Practices of GCED and Reflection of Pedagogical Approaches 
for Transformative Education

Session 6. Action Plan Development 

09:00-09:30

09:30-10:10

10:10-10:30

10:30-12:30

12:30-13:30

13:30-14:20

14:20-17:30

Sharing the Efforts for GCED (by participants) 4

5.1. Sharing Tools and Innovative Initiatives of GCED 

- UNESCO GCED Clearinghouse 

- UNESCO Associated Schools Project Network 

- World’s Largest Lesson 

- Youth Initiative on GCED 

Break

5.2. Reflection on Various Pedagogical Approaches for 

Transformative Education

Faciliatated by Ms. Lea Espallardo, Senior Resident Artist 

Teacher, PETA

- Reflection on the pedagogical principles, approaches, tools, 

and practices for teaching GCED

- Discussion on the key questions on GCED and effective use 

of various pedagogical approaches for transformative teaching 

and learning

Lunch

6.1. Guide on Action Plan Development 

Facilitated by Ms. Lea Espallardo

6.2. Action Plan Development

GCE Hall, 

APCEIU

GCE Hall, 

APCEIU

GCE Hall, 

APCEIU
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Day 11, 13 September (Wed)

Session 7: Deepening the Understanding GCED: 
Participation in the International Conference on GCED

Day 12, 14 September (Thu)

Morning

Afternoon

Morning

Afternoon

7.1. International Conference on GCED - Platform on 

Pedagogy and Practice

- Opening

- Plenary Session 1 (Panel talk): How can we pursue GCED in a 

challenging environment? 

- Plenary Session 2 (Town hall discussion): What challenges are 

we facing in practising GCED?

7.2. International Conference on GCED - Platform on 

Pedagogy and Practice (Continued)

- EIU Best Practices Award 2017

- Concurrent Session 1 (Panel presentation): Exploring practices 

of GCED and their impact

1A: Primary & secondary education / 1B: Higher education / 

1C: Civil society organizations

7.3. International Conference on GCED - Platform on 

Pedagogy and Practice (Continued) 

Plenary Session 3: ‘Live GCED

- Concurrent Session 2 (Workshop): Experiencing teaching 

strategies & pedagogical approaches to GCED

2A: Democratic dialogism / 2B: Transformative pedagogies /

2C: Teaching controversial issues

- Concurrent Session 3: Ensuring supportive conditions for 

scale-up of GCED

3A: Education policies / 3B: Curricula / 3C: Teacher education / 

Special Session: Youth debate chamber)

7.4. International Conference on GCED - Platform on 

Pedagogy and Practice (Continued)

- Plenary Session 4 (Panel talk): A way forward 

- Closing 

Sheraton 

D-Cube City 

Hotel

Sheraton 

D-Cube City 

Hotel
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Day 13, 15 September (Fri): Final Presentation & Closing

Session 8: Taking Action and Way Forward 

Day 14, 16 September (Sat): Departure

09:00-10:00

10:00-10:20

10:20-12:20

13:20-15:00

15:00-15:30

8.1. Reflective Discussion on the Key Questions of GCED

Faciliated by Ms. Yangsook Lee, APCEIU 

Break

8.2. Final Presentation: Sharing of Action Plans

Facilitated by Ms. Lea Espallardo  

8.2. Final Reflection 

Facilitated by Ms. Lea Espallardo 

8.3. Closing 

- Closing Remarks by Dr. Utak Chung, Director of APCEIU 

- Certificate Awarding

Glad

 Hotel



 

DAY 1

The 2nd Global Capacity-Building Workshop on GCED commenced on September 4th, 2017, with 
participants and facilitators from diverse regions still arriving late into the night. After the hotel 
check in procedures, the participants and facilitators gathered for a Korean dinner where they 
had time to introduce themselves and get to know one another. 

DAY 2

The next day began with the opening ceremony at APCEIU’s EIU hall. Dr. Utak Chung, Director of 
APCEIU, delivered the opening remarks, welcoming the participants. Subsequently, Mr. Yeonghan 
Choi, Director-General of the International Cooperation Bureau for the Ministry of Education 
as well as representatives of diplomatic missions to Korea gave words of congratulations and 
encouragement to the participants. After participants and facilitators delivered brief formal 
introductions, the plenary began its sessions. 

First, Dr. Chung provided an informative overview of strategies for fostering global citizenship 
in the context of SDG 4.7. Next, Mr. Wemerson Nogueira, a Teacher at EEEFM Antonio dos 
Santos Neves who was voted in the Top 10 for the Global Teacher Prize, shared a story about 
the powerful changes that education has brought in his drug-crime afflicted community in Brazil. 
While discussing his methodological approach, he emphasized his belief that teachers hold 
the key to open doors for children to become the next global leaders. In the afternoon, Ms. 
Yangsook Lee, Head of Office of Education and Training at APCEIU guided participants through 
the workshop orientation. A Community-Building activity facilitated by Ms. Lea Espallardo, Senior 
Resident Artist Teacher, Philippine Educational Theater Association (PETA), followed that session. 
Utilizing participative activities, Ms. Lea Espallardo brightened the atmosphere and helped 
participants engage in the workshop. As the last session of the day, Dr. Manana Ratiani, Deputy 
Director of National Center for Teacher Professional Development (NCTPD) of Georgia, touched 
on teachers’competences for education in 2030.
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DAY 3

Toh Swee-Hin, Professor Emeritus at Alberta University, began the morning session by introducing 
GCED’s conceptual framework. This session gave participants an opportunity to share their 
thoughts and ideas about the different areas of education that make up GCED: disarmament 
education, education for international understanding, values education, peace education, 
education for sustainable development, intercultural education, education for 21st century skills 
and competencies, education for gender equality, citizenship education, civic education, and 
future education. These active discussions allowed participants to develop in-depth knowledge 
of one another’s educational systems, philosophies, and cultures. The discussions also allowed 
participants to learn how GCED is implemented in participating countries.
 
Following the discussion session, Ms. Ana Maria Rodnio, Education Consultant from the Inter-
American Institute of Human Rights in Costa Rica, led a session designed to help participants to 
identify priority issues, challenges, and opportunities in promoting GCED in their various contexts. 
For this session, participants were divided into groups based on the regions they came from; in 
these groups they shared relevant experiences and ideas and worked to develop action plans. 
Moving onto session 3, Ms. Lea Espallardo, PETA, brought the participants together for various 
interactive activities that explored commonalities and differences. Through role-play activities—
acting out controversial social issues and experiencing being divided into groups based on 
skin color, religion, gender etc.—participants became more conscious of the importance of 
acceptance, tolerance, and understanding.

DAY 4

To deepen participants’ understanding of GCED, Professor Toh Swee-Hin delivered a three-
hour lecture titled ’Dismantling a Culture of War and Building a Culture of Peace.’ He began by 
shedding light on the root causes of conflict in contemporary societies. In groups, participants 
discussed potential the root causes of violence and presented their analyses. Dr. Toh continued 
by demonstrating how key principles and strategies of conflict resolution can be integrated into 
GCED in formal and non-formal education.
 
After lunch, Dr. Manana Ratiani led a session focused on the environmental, social, and economic 
dimensions of sustainable development, in which participants could explore the key issues related 
to Education for Sustainable Development (ESD). After these sessions and lectures, participants 
headed to APCEIU’s Global Citizen Campus to observe the tools and methods used to teach 
Korean middle school students about GCED and the 17 Sustainable Development Goals. In the 
evening, as a part of a cultural activity, participants enjoyed a cruise on the Han River.

DAY 5

Professor Hyoje Cho from SongKongHoe University visited APCEIU as a guest speaker to discuss 
the topic of human rights.  Participants learned the definition of human rights as inherent to all
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human beings, despite nationality, place of residence, sex, national or ethnic origin, color, religion, 
language, or any other status. Professor Cho’s conversational lecture enabled participants to 
discuss and better understand the relevance of human rights to GCED.
 
After a short break, Ms. Ana Maria shared effective pedagogical approaches to promoting human 
rights education in the context of GCED. The interactive activity using stones aimed to enhance 
participants’ communication and negotiation capacities. This session allowed participants to 
recognize the violations of human rights that occur in contemporary societies.

In the afternoon, Professor Toh Swee-Hin led a roleplay activity in which participants, divided into 
small groups, could imagine themselves poor farmers, fisher folk, TNCs, indigenous people, IFI, 
NGO, garment factory workers, and national ministers of economic development. The activity 
asked each group to propose key solutions for given conflicts. The discussions revolved around 
conditions such as poverty, government policies, and other problematic issues that hinder the 
current financial, environmental, and political status of each group. After coming to terms with 
the realities of marginalization through role-play, the participants began brainstorming solutions. 
Lastly, participants had time to reflect on the day’s lessons, to share thoughts and inspirations 
with Professor Toh Swee-Hin and Dr. Ana Maria Rodino.

DAY 6

The school visit was full of enthusiasm and inspiration as participants became acquainted 
with GCED learning methods in practice. The techniques developed by the principal engaged 
students in music classes as well as farming and teacher exchanges. The participants joined a 
class with students and were welcomed by marching bands with traditional Korean instruments 
and performances. Participants also had the chance to try Korean school lunch meal. The 
experience was meaningful for all participants as they were introduced to the Korean curriculum 
and saw how GCED is integrated into Korean education system. 

After returning to APCEIU, Ms. Lea Espallardo presented on the Transformative Pedagogies of 
GCED. Participants learned that young students learn not only from teachers and textbooks but 
through peers and social circles. The session emphasized the theme of interconnectedness and 
inclusion.

In the evening, participants gathered to celebrate cultural diversity, sharing traditional clothes, 
dances and food from their own countries.
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DAY 7

Participants visited the Demilitarized Zone and witnessed how 
the pain of separated families remains unresolved. After a 
seven-hour trip, participants arrived at the hotel and enjoyed 
free time.
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DAY 8
There was no official schedule and participants spent their time touring Seoul.

DAY 9

The entire day was dedicated to the prevention of violent extremism through education. Mr. Dylan 
Wray, Executive Director of Shikaya in South Africa, presented a short video clip about violent 
extremism and participants reflected on their thoughts, feelings, and emotions after watching 
the video. Underlining the importance of ‘What we know, think we know, and want to know,’ 
Mr. Dylan Wray defined violent extremism in several different ways: when you do not allow for a 
different point of view; when you hold your own views as being exclusively right; when you don’t 
allow for the possibility of difference; and when you want to impose these views on others using 
violence if necessary. The activity aimed to remind educators that violence cannot be ended 
immediately, but that by providing instruction in what is right and wrong education can ultimately 
lead to progress. Mr. Dylan Wray also introduced UNESCO tools on PVE-E: Policy Guide and 
Teacher’s Guide; participants learned about key resources and effective pedagogical approaches 
to PVE-E.

DAY 10

Before the session, participants had a chance to share GCED exercises from their local contexts. 
Through presentations given by the participants from Rwanda, Japan, Georgia, Myanmar, Nigeria, 
Georgia, Gambia, Argentina, and Ukraine, the plenary learned about the methods and processes 
of practicing GCED in various contexts. A common theme that emerged was the indispensability 
of education to make a change in society. Participants were introduced to the UNESCO GCED 
Clearinghouse, which provides informative resources that participants can use to create 
innovative tools and initiatives to implement GCED. Ms. Lea Espallardo then led a reflection on 
various pedagogical approaches for transformative education. After being equipped with both the 
informational resources and pedagogies, participants began one of the most important objectives 
of the workshop: developing action plans.

DAY 11

As part of the programme, participants joined the 2nd International Conference on GCED. 
The opening ceremony began with congratulatory remarks by Kim Sang-kon, Deputy Prime 
Minister and Minister of Education in the Republic of Korea’s Ministry of Education, and Dr. Utak 
Chung, Director of APCEIU, and Norbu Wangchuk, Minister of Eudcation in Bhutan. The first 
plenary session brought together a panel of experts and practitioners from around the world 
who shared their progress, achievements, and milestones in moving GCED forward despite 
challenges, doubts, and fears. The facilitator who led the second plenary session encouraged 
participant involvement, and participants from our workshop eagerly expressed their thoughts 
on the challenges of implementing GCED. After lunch, participants chose to attend one of three 



concurrent sessions according to the interests or the relevance of the session to their work. The 
sessions focused, respectively, on primary & secondary education, higher education, and civil 
society organizations.

DAY 12

Continuing from the previous day, the 2nd International Conference on GCED provided an 
opportunity for attendees to reflect on the Day 1 programme. In the third plenary session, 
members of the Philippine Education Theater Association (PETA) presented a theatrical 
performance that embodied the ethos of global citizenship, and provided an opportunity for 
open discussion and reflective learning. After this warm up, participants entered the second 
set of concurrent sessions, all of which were activity-based. According to their interests or the 
session’s relevance to their work, participants selected from Democratic Dialogism, Theater as a 
Transformative Pedagogical Tool for GCED, and Teaching Controversial Issues. After the sessions 
ended, Mr. Cho Heeyeon, the Superintendent of Seoul Metropolitan Office of Education, gave a 
special lecture on GCED, highlighting the elements of empathy and coexistence. By the time for 
Dr. Utak Chung delivered his closing remarks, participants had attained deep knowledge of the 
challenges they will face in the practices of GCED and also had been equipped with methods 
and pedagogies to implement GCED in the face of these challenges.

DAY 13

On the last official day of the 2nd Global Capacity-Building Workshop on GCED, participants 
presented the individual action plans for practicing GCED that they will execute upon returning to 
their workplaces. Participants received feedback from fellow participants after their presentations 
and also developed new ideas after hearing the actions plans developed by others. In the final 
reflection led by Ms. Lea Espallardo, participants shared their overall thoughts about how the 
workshop aided their efforts to practice GCED personally and professionally as well as in what 
ways the workshop could be improved. Participants also had the opportunity to fill out an 
evaluation form regarding the workshop’s effectiveness. Participants then watched a video taken 
throughout the workshop that commemorated the experience. Finally, in the closing certificate 
award ceremony, Dr. Utak Chung congratulated the participants for successfully completing the 
2nd Global Capacity-Building Workshop on GCED.
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Lamin Jarjou (Gambia)
ASPNET National Coordinator
Gambia National Commission for UNESCO

Joash Manyi (Kenya)
Chief Curriculum Development Officer
Kenya Institute of Curriculum Development 
(KICD)

Samuel Ladan Kayit (Nigeria)
Senior Lecturer
Nigerian National Commission for UNESCO

Soarinaivo Fanjamboahangy Ratsimisetra 
Ep Razafindrampanana (Madagascar)
Secretary General
Ministry of Education/ National Commission for 
UNESCO

Africa

Participants
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Bamba Dethialaw Dieng (Senegal)
Faculty Member / Researcher
Cheikh Anta Diop University of Dakar - Senegal

Theogene Kayiranga (Rwanda)
Senior Program Manager in Charge of Quality 
Education / Wellspring Foudation for Education

Ntombenhle Nkosinomsa Lucia Dlamini 
(Swaziland)
Director
National Curriculum Centre (NCC)

Beatrice Chama (Zambia)
Ministry of Education
Senior Lecturer

Menard Johnson Sikana (Tanzania)
Teacher Educator
Monduli Teachers' College
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Mai Mohamed (Egypt)
Teacher
Hayah International Academy

Hussein Sadeq Kadhim Allaki (Iraq)
Head of Math Committee / Teacher
Ministry of Edcuation

Sulaiman Mohammed Al-Balushi (Oman)
Dean of College of Education 
Sultan Qaboos University

Khalaf Marhoun Al'Abri (Oman)
Assistant Professor of Education Policy /
Head of Academic Accreditation and Quality 
Administration Unit 
Sultan Qaboos University

Arab States
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Thoeun Ngeth (Cambodia)
Vice-Chief 
Office of Curriculum Development Department 
Ministry of Education Youth and Sports

MD Khorshed Alam (Bangladesh)
Training Specialist (Training and Implementation) 
National Academy for Educational Management (NAEM)
SHD, Ministry of Education

Samto (Indonesia)
Head of Household Subdivision
Ministry of Education and Culture

Sengpapha Holanouphab (Laos)
Technical Official 
Lao National Commission for UNESCO
Ministry of Education and Sports

Saeko Fujimoto (Japan)
Programme Specialist
Education Cooperation Department 
Asia-Pacific Cultural Centre for UNESCO

Asia-Pacific
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Naza Idris Saadon (Malaysia)
Head of Sector
Curriculum Development Division
Ministry of Education

Bakhytgul Byekbolat (Mongolia)
Training Methodologist of the Lifelong 
Education Center in Bayan-Ulgii
Life Long Education Center

Thu Zar Shein (Myanmar)
Lecturer in History
Myaung Mya Education College

Zafar Hayat Malik (Pakistan)
Programme Officer
UNESCO Islamabad Office

Kalayar Than (Myanmar)
National Programme Officer
Teacher Education Team 
UNESCO Yangon Office
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Ponepate Taunisila (Tonga)
Deputy CEO Quality Assurance & National 
Coordinator for SDG4 (EDA, ESD, EIU), 
Education Cluster Focal Point for National 
Disaster Management 
Ministry of Education and Training

Benito Benoza (Philippines)
Manager, Knowledge Management & 
Networking Office
SEAMEO INNOTECH

Shikhnazar Sharofaddinov (Uzbekistan)
Head of the Methodological Support Service on 
ICT in Education, National SDG4 Coordinator 
Ministry of Higher and Secondary Specialized 
Education

Marika Sikharulidze (Georgia)
Head of the Division for 
Teachers' Professional Standards
National Center for Teachers' Professional 
Development

Vafa Yagublu (Azerbaijan)
Director
Educators' Professional Development Institute

Europe
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Daniela Gisele Zalloco (Argentina)
National Coordinator of UNESCO Associated 
Schools Program
National Commission for UNESCO

Marcelo Ignacio Trivelli Oyarzun (Chile)
President 
Fundacion Semilla

Julio Mauricio Torres Angel (Colombia)
Upper Secondary Education Specialist
Ministry of Education

Yordiley Torres (Colombia)
Human Rights Education Consultant
Ministry of Education

Latin America

* 32 professionals in the field of teacher education and curriculum 
development from 29 UNESCO Member States of Africa, Arab States, 
Asia-Pacific, Europe,and Latin America 
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Ana Maria RODINO Facilitator
Education Consultant, Interamerican Institute on Human Rights

Prof. Ana Maria Rodino was born in Argentina and in 1978, during the 
Military Dictatorship, established herself in Costa Rica. Currently she 
commutes between both her countries. She is Licentiate in Literature 
and Linguistics by the University of Rosario (Argentina), Master in 
Linguistics by the University of Costa Rica, and Doctor of Education by 
Harvard University.

She has been associated to the Inter-American Institute of Human 
Rights, IIHR (Costa Rica) since 1992, and from 2000 to 2009 has 
directed its Educational Unit; she was a long-standing Pedagogical 
Coordinator of the Interdisciplinary Course on Human Rights and has 
conducted the research of the series Inter-American Report on Human 
Rights Education. 

Currently she teaches the graduate course Education and Human 
Rights at the universities of La Plata and Buenos Aires (Argentina), and 
works as a Senior Consultant for the IIHR as well as other regional and 
international organizations conducting applied research, curriculum 
and didactic materials development, and training of trainers for both 
formal and non-formal settings. She has authored various academic 
and didactic publications in the field, among them the books Human 
Rights Education for Democratic Citizenship (2015) and Findings about 
Democracy and Human Rights in Secondary Schools of Costa Rica and 
Panama (2000.)

Facilitators and Speakers
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Hyo-Je CHO Facilitator
Professor, SungKongHoe University 

Hyo-Je CHO is professor of sociology at SungKongHoe University in 
Seoul. He teaches human rights theory, civil society and development 
at both undergraduate and postgraduate levels. Among his works 
are Horizons of Human Rights (2016), Human Rights Odyssey 
(2015), In Search of Human Rights (2011), and A Grammar of Human 
Rights (2007). Professor CHO served as commissioner of the Seoul 
Metropolitan Human Rights Council, founding member of the Korea 
Human Rights Commission, specialist consultant for the Justice Ministry 
Policy Panel, and adviser for Amnesty International Korean Section.

Having studied at London, Oxford and LSE, Dr CHO has held visiting 
professorship in Universities of Harvard, Berlin and Costa Rica.

Swee-Hin TOH Facilitator
Professor, Emeritus University of Alberta
Laureate UNESCO Prize for Peace Education (2000)

Mr. TOH Swee-Hin is Professor Emeritus in Education of the University 
of Alberta (Canada) and a visiting Fellow, Center for Peace Education, 
Miriam College (Philippines) and has served as Distinguished Professor 
of the U.N. mandated University for Peace in Costa Rica. He was 
also the founding Director of the Multi-Faith Center, Griffith University, 
Australia, promoting inter-faith dialogue towards a Culture of Peace. 
Born in Malaysia and a citizen of Canada and Australia, he has been 
a high school teacher, teacher educator and social studies textbook 
author in the interrelated fields of Education for a Culture of Peace, 
human rights, justice, intercultural understanding, environmental 
sustainability and interfaith dialogue. He has contributed to several 
international networks and organizations including UNESCO, IPRA, 
Parliament of the World’s Religions, Religions for Peace, and APCEIU. 
His involvement with APCEIU include co-author of the Feasibility Report 
for establishing APCEIU, membership since 2000 of APCEIU’s Advisory 
Committee and the Governing Board, and facilitator of several Asia-
Pacific training workshops, curriculum, and research projects. In 2000, 
he was awarded the UNESCO Prize for Peace Education.
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Lea ESPALLARDO Facilitator
Resident Senior Artist-Teacher,
Philippine Educational Theater Association (PETA)

Since 1990, Ms. Lea Espallardo has been an active resident member of 
the Philippine Educational Theater Association (PETA), an association of 
artist-teachers and cultural workers committed to the use of theater and 
performing arts as tools for education and social transformation. Ms. 
ESPALLARDO has served as the Program Director of PETA’s Women’s 
Theater Program and has taken an active role in pursuing cultural work 
and sharpening PETA’s women’s theater aesthetics and pedagogy. She 
was responsible for developing pioneer training curriculums on creative 
pedagogy as applied to gender and feminist education, reproductive 
health, multicultural education, human rights, and other development 
related issues.

Ms. Espallardo has lived in Thailand for nearly eight years (from 2004 to 
early 2012) to manage PETA’s Southeast Asia Regional Program dubbed 
as the Mekong Partnership Program. Throughout the Program, she led 
pioneering cross-cultural events such as the 1st Asia-Pacific Festival-
Conference of Women in the Arts, the Annual Mekong Performing 
Arts Laboratory, the Annual Arts for Advocacy Fellowship, and the 1st 
Mekong Arts & Media Festival. Ms. Espallardo has been actively involved 
in teachers’ training workshops organized by APCEIU and UNESCO-
Bangkok since 2008.
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Manana RATIANI Facilitator , Speaker
Deputy Director, 
National Center for Teacher Professional Development

Manana Ratiani is a Deputy Director at the National Center for 
Teacher Professional Development. In 2004 she got PhD for analyzing 
Educational System in Georgia. From the very beginning of reforms in 
Georgian education system she started a work at National Curriculum 
and Development Center and contributed to develop main documents - 
National Curriculum and Teachers’ Professional Standard. 

Dr. Ratiani is a FP on ESD and as a member of the Expert Group 
on ESD Competences of UNECE she contributed to develop ESD 
competences document. She authored more than 50 books and 
articles. For 10 years she was a professor at Tbilisi State University at 
the Geography Department, now she is an invited professor at School of 
Education, Ilia State University. She has an 8 year experience of teaching 
geography in public school as well as at International Baccalaureate 
Diploma Programme. She is designing training modules. Participating as 
a trainer and facilitator in different national and international events. 

Dylan WRAY Facilitator
Executive Director, 
Shikaya

Mr. Dylan Wray is the co-founder and Executive Director of Shikaya 
(Shikaya.org), a South African non-profit that supports
teachers and school leaders so that young people leave their schools 
numerate and literate, thinking critically, and acting compassionately as 
engaged, democratic citizens.

Dylan has created numerous teaching resources and trains teachers 
and school leaders across the world to transform their classrooms and 
schools into safe, inclusive and engaging learning environments. One 
of the latest teaching resources he wrote is “The Present Is Ours” – A 
guide for teachers on prevention of violent extremism.  

He also co-founded the first conference for Curriculum Advisors as 
well as Education Week, the largest education conference in South 
Africa. He has worked with education departments, teachers and civil 
society in Uganda, Kenya and Colombia and has facilitated a number of 
international online courses for teachers. 
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Wemerson NOGUEIRA Speaker
Teacher, EEEFM Antonio dos Santos Neves

Wemerson studied Biological Sciences at university and became a 
teacher shortly after graduating. His first school was located in a suburb 
with a very high crime rate, often involving the parents of students, and 
on many occasions the students themselves. He found his teaching 
colleagues demotivated; the school drop-out rate was high at 50% and 
children were not interested in learning.

He invited teachers and administrators to improve the vision of the 
school, along with the local community, with which they worked on a 
social project titled: “Young Scientists: Designing a New Future”. This 
focused on improving the behaviour of students inside the school.

Through a dynamic method for teaching science classes the school was 
able to rescue 90% of students from the world of drugs and crime over 
a four-year period. Today it is considered the best school in the city, and 
has contributed to reducing drug trafficking and violence by 70% in a 
community once marginalised and feared by all residents.

In 2014, Wemerson’s work was recognised with the SEDU Best Practice 
award for innovation in the classroom, his environmental projects 
earned him the Nota 10 Educator Award, given to the 10 best teachers 
of Brazil and he has ambitions to help students who are financially 
stretched, train teachers, further his own studies and build a science 
and technology lab in his hometown.
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Utak CHUNG Director
Asia-Pacific Centre of Education for International Understanding 
(APCEIU) 

Dr. Chung Utak is currently the Director of the Asia-Pacific Centre 
of Education for International Understanding (APCEIU), a UNESCO 
Category 2 Centre based in Seoul, the Republic of Korea. Prior to 
being inaugurated as APCEIU’s Director, Dr. Chung served as Assistant 
Secretary General and Director of Strategic Programs Divisions at 
the Korean National Commission for UNESCO, where he started his 
professional career in 1982. Additionally, he was the Associate Expert 
for the International Commission on Education for the Twenty First 
Century of UNESCO Headquarters from 1993 to 1995, and served as a 
Visiting Scholar at Graduate School of International Relations and Pacific 
Studies, University of California, San Diego from 2000 to 2002. Dr. 
Chung’s teaching career also includes his work as Adjunct Professor at 
Graduate Schools of International Studies at Sogang University (2002-
2012) and Sookmyung Women’s University (2009-2012) in Seoul, the 
Republic of Korea. His academic focus was on Official Development 
Assistance (ODA), International Organizations and Education for 
International Understanding. He holds Ph.D and M.A. in Political Science 
from Sogang University, the Republic of Korea.

Yangsook LEE Head of Office of Education and Training
Asia-Pacific Centre of Education for International Understanding 
(APCEIU) 

Ms. LEE Yangsook is currently Head of Office of Education and 
Training at APCEIU where she has implemented various initiatives 
to strengthen the capacity of educational stakeholders in EIU and 
GCED. Before joining APCEIU, she worked at the Korean National 
Commission for UNESCO where she contributed to the promotion of 
EIU and educational cooperation in Korea and in the Asia-Pacific region 
working with UNESCO Associated Schools and regional educational 
networks. She was also a principal researcher at the Korean Education 
and Research Information Service promoting the international sharing 
of Korea’s experiences in ICT in education and enhancing teachers’ 
capacity-building. She has a B.A. in Korean education and a M.A. in 
international studies.

UNESCO APCEIU
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Soohyun Lim (Ms.) 
Assistant Programme Specialist
Office of Education and Training, APCEIU
Phone: (+82-70) 4185-8535 (ext.802)
E-mail: kathylim@unescoapceiu.org

Ji-Hyoung Kang (Mr.) 
Assistant Programme Specialist
Office of Education and Training, APCEIU
Phone: (+82-70) 4185-8537 (ext.805)
E-mail: kangjh@unescoapceiu.org

Yangsook Lee (Ms.) 
Head
Office of Education and Training, APCEIU
Phone: (+82-70) 4261-7877 (ext.801)
E-mail: yangsook@unescoapceiu.org

Yeon-woo Lee (Ms.)
Assistant Programme Specialist
Office of Education and Training, APCEIU
Phone: (+82-70) 4266-5290 (ext.803)
E-mail: ywlee@unescoapceiu.org

Staffs Members
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Kayeon Lee (Ms.)
Programme Assistant
Office of Education and Training, APCEIU
Phone: (+82-70) 8856-7974 (ext. 810)
E-mail: kayeon@unescoapceiu.org

So Young Yoon (Ms.)
Assistant 
Office of Education and Training, APCEIU
yoonsophie1@gmail.com
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WORKSHOP SESSIONS AND   
FIELD VISITS

II.
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Session 1. Opening and Setting the Stage

- In Part 1, participants met Mr. Wemerson, a Teacher at EEEFM Antonio dos Santos Neves, 
Brazil, who shared a story about the changes in education in his country. He emphasized that 
teachers hold the key to open doors for children who will become the next generation of global 
leaders. He also highlighted the acts of planning, of forming partnerships, of achievement, and 
lastly of evaluation. 

Heavily influenced by natural disasters, students in Brazil did not initially believe in the power 
of education. However, Mr. Wemerson thought it was the right moment to bring the students 
together. Opening social debates, Mr. Wemerson welcomed the involvement of all students, 
and, to his surprise, they presented incredible ideas about the current situation. After securing 
support from the communities, Mr. Wemerson and his students began work on the first project. 
They started by examining why and how Rio Dose was contaminated and discovered that 
certain chemicals were exacerbating the situation. In the second part of the project, they created 
a sustainable filter with a low financial cost, allowing each family to reuse contaminated water 
from Rio Dose. This was a remarkable development because it enabled students to see what 
education can actually do. In the past, children believed that education had real importance or 
relevance to their lives. However, the more they learned, the more they saw in the world: they 
realized that education could bring about remarkable developments.
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- This session was followed by Ms. Lea Espallardo’s discussion of Community-Building. 
She introduced the meaning of “open space”—freedom, interaction, and sincerity. She then 
began the activity of Rhythm Clapping, allowing the participants to acknowledge their own 
rhythms and be reminded of harmony. Adding that one’s willingness to tolerate differences is 
indispensable in global society, Ms. Lea Espallardo emphasized that we should continue to seek 
the commonalities that connect us. After that, the participants proceeded to an activity in which 
they were asked to greet one another and meet as many other people as possible. The point 
of this action was to learn various ways of greeting. Working in groups organized according to 
continents, countries, workplaces, and gender, participants discussed the concepts of GCED 
and the issues they face in education field.

After a break, Ms. Lea Espallardo resumed the session with a third activity. In “Wear the Cap”, 
participants began by walking around freely; on Ms. Lea Espallardo’s cue, they stood still, and 
then began playing the parts of the curious child, the rational adult, or the caring parent. This 
activity reminded participants of the importance of playing their roles as leaders and educators in 
society. 

In the next activity, participants were grouped into couples. During the first round of the activity, 
one partner pointed to an object and the other named; in the second round, the partner had to 
give the object an alternate name. This cognitive activity raised awareness and imagination by 
encouraging participants to look at things differently; it also underlined the challenges of defining 
GCED from different perspectives, since we all use other senses and ways of communication 
(gestures, grimaces etc.). Subsequently, the participants partnered up with new people and had 
an opportunity to experience the activity “Blind Contour/Draw Me to Know Me,” where they tried 
to draw portraits of their partners with their eyes closed. This work helped to develop creativity 
and imagination. As Ms. Lea closed session, she explained the importance of “AHA” moments, 
asking participants to create their own sounds and presentations of “AHA”—which could mean 
hope, encouragement, surprise, and hospitality. Saying the word all at once, the participants 
embraced the complexity of interpreting cross-cultural messages.

Session 2. Understanding the Global/ Regional/ National Contexts of Promoting GCED

- The session aimed to enable participants to develop a clearer understanding of the conceptual 
framework of GCED and GCED integration in both regional and national contexts.

- The first facilitator provided an overview of teachers’ competences for Education 2030, and 
briefly explained how GCED must be promoted as a key target of SDG 4. Dr. Manana Ratiani 
discussed the coming crisis in the labor market and highlighted the demand for new professions. 
After a short presentation, the participants shared their reflections about how future education will 
mainly focus on problem-solving skills, emphasizing the critical importance of thinking-oriented 
education. In addition, participants discussed the current lack of teacher competences in various 
countries. Participants pointed out three core competences for educators: envisioning change, 
achieving transformation, and adopting holistic approaches.
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- In Part 2, all the participants were asked to pick up three or four paper pigeons, each 
indicating different kinds of education (e.g. disarmament education, education for international 
understanding, values education, peace education, education for sustainable development, 
intercultural education, and education for 21st century skills and competencies, education for 
gender equality, citizenship education, civic education, and futures education, etc.). This activity 
aimed to encourage participants to share and express their thoughts about the specific areas 
of education they selected. They engaged in active discussions and learned in-depth about one 
another’s education systems, philosophies, and cultures. Some of them were surprised to see 
the contradictory nature of education policies in each other’s country. Though all education aims 
to achieve similar objectives—the betterment of children and community—implementations of 
GCED vary significantly. 

Through thoughts and reflections, the participants slowly narrowed down the broad concept of 
GCED: Global Citizenship not only encompasses global communities but also local and national 
communities. They all agreed that GCED should be integrated more fully across all areas of 
learning.

- The last part of session 2 involved participatory exercise and participants were put into 
teams based on regions. They then shared experiences and ideas related to GCED. After 
short discussions, each group chose a spokesperson who discussed issues, challenges, and 
opportunities with which they struggled in their respective countries and regions. An overview of 
participants’ responses indicated that the majority of them realized that their work and institutional 
plans were directly connected to GCED.
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1) Team Africa: By examining the role and responsibility of global citizens, the speakers pointed 
to the conceptual importance of GCED, highlighting GCED’s themes, and the incorporation 
GCED into educational policy. The group’s speaker also discussed using ongoing curricular 
reforms to integrate a whole-school approach on GCED. This group lauded the influence of the 
UNESCO Associated School Project Network (ASPnet) and UNESCO clubs. They also pointed to 
several challenges including lack of political willingness and insufficient emphasis on cognitive as 
opposed to socio-emotional and behavioral development.

2) Team Europe and Arab States: This group’s speaker pointed out that the main issues, 
challenges, and opportunities for all countries in this region are teacher training, financial support, 
cooperation with local international organizations (including non-government ones), curriculum 
development, and Education for Sustainable Development (ESD).

3) Team Latin America: This group saw teacher trainings, Learning to Live Together, and 
innovative technology as its priorities. The group thought of ways to access all these ideas and 
utilize them in classrooms. They explained that learning must be put into action and that is when 
practical movements prove of its effectiveness.

4) Team ASEAN: This group highlighted improving teacher efficiency and overall education quality, 
including school infrastructure and financial and cultural support for rural areas, as its priorities. 
Regarding opportunities, the group addressed the integration of GCED into local and national 
curriculum, and the provision of teacher training programmes. The participants were able to 
identify common problems even though they were from different regions.
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5) Team Asia-Pacific: This group emphasized the need for sufficient resources for GCED. The 
speaker explained how gender equality, ecology and climate, government policies, and access to 
quality education were very controversial issues during their discussion. They engaged in in-depth 
discussions about current situations and listed the challenges facing their various communities, 
such as non-acceptance and recognition. The speaker added that, in addition to in-service 
teacher training programmes, outside activities for teachers are essential. 

- Dr. Manana Ratiani led an evaluation of the previous activity, which embraced the participants’ 
common idea—that every country should have its unique approach to promote GCED. In 
addition, through further discussions, participants analyzed ways of implementing GCED into 
current education systems. They also had a chance to contemplate new study plans for students 
and to questions what resources and approaches are needed in order to improve teachers’ 
competences.
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Session 3. Deepening the Understanding of GCED: Key Thematic Areas and Effective 
Pedagogical Approaches

- This session explored commonalities and differences between ”self” and “others” through 
creative and participatory activities. Ms. Lea Espallardo aimed to promote understanding and 
respect for cultural diversity. She encouraged participants to cultivate common values by 
unpacking the “I” (they identified and shared meanings of their names). Names establish a sense 
of belonging and of completion; through a name, one can identity oneself and get to know 
others, and thus become more understanding of differences.

Role Playing/Conflict Study had a profound effect on participants’ communication and peace-
building development skills. The participants were randomly teamed up in groups of two, and 
performed controversial prompt scenes. Division of people based on skin color, nationality, 
gender and religion caused the participants to be more conscious about accepting others.

- Professor Toh Swee-Hin led the subsequent session drawing close attention to the root 
causes of conflicts. In our contemporary society, violence still afflicts humanity, leading to death, 
destruction, and social and economic marginalization. This session featured participatory 
teaching-learning exercises aimed at (i) analyzing the root causes of conflicts from micro to macro 
levels of life, and to (ii) demonstrating how key principles and strategies of conflict resolution can 
be integrated into GCED in formal and non-formal education.

First, in small groups, participants came up with some ultimate reasons for conflicts that lead to 
violence. They then shared these ‘roots’ with a few examples of conflicts from the participants’ 
respective context. The first group was in charge of studying inter-personal conflicts and pointed 
out that lack of trust, miscommunication, discrimination, work-related pressure, abuse of power, 
selfishness, financial differences, competition over resources, and disobedience are the root 
causes of violence. The second group, responsible for conflicts within communities and nations, 
identified inequality, marginalization, lack of natural resources, poverty, hate, news derived from 
unreliable sources, militarization, religious intolerance, power struggles, and lack of democracy 
as the root causes. The audience concurred with the opinion that social media has a big impact 
on people today and that it should therefore seek to broadcast the fair and accurate information. 
The last group, whose conflict-category was international and global, identified the root causes of 
conflict as imperialism, clashes of ideas, over-population, competition over natural resources, and 
poverty.

Professor Toh suggested several approaches: lobby governments and all armed groups to disarm 
and engage in peace talks; disarmament education; promote international mechanisms to control 
and abolish militarization; campaign to end arms trades; convert military services to civil services. 
Such steps will fundamentally reduce the possibility of conflicts and wars.

Certain issues, such as scarce natural resources, result in excessive competition and make 
conflict inevitable. However, the participants recognized that efforts to deal with the problems 
would make a big difference. Concluding the second part of the session about building a culture
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of peace, Professor Toh Swee-Hin encouraged members of the audience to contemplate ways to 
begin implementing GCED in their local communities first. 

- Part 3 of this session was designed for the participants to grasp basic concepts of sustainable 
development. Organizations and teachers should understand the environmental, social, and 
economic dimensions of sustainable development; Dr. Manana Ratiani explained that well-
equipped learning environments facilitate students’ understanding of GCED. In particular, she 
strongly recommended working to improve the management and operations within schools and 
local communities; to sustain healthy educational systems, educators should adjust the GCED 
framework to fit their own educational settings.
 
By examining key issues related to ESD, the participants shifted their focus from their countries 
to the world. Educators should utilize advanced pedagogical tools to exercise GCED not only at 
school, but also in society. The activity of self-evaluation can boost sustainability by encouraging 
constant questioning of adjustment of practices and approach.
 
Dr. Manana Ratiani encouraged participants to further discuss the SDGs in groups, and the 
practice supplemented the participants’ knowledge regarding the mapping of issues related to 
achieving SDGs. The majority of the groups chose to consider Goal 6 (water and sanitation), 
3 (good health), 4 (quality education), and 5 (gender equality). After a short break, participants 
visited the Global Citizen Campus and were able to develop a clearer understanding of the 
process of sorting the multiple dimensions of sustainability.
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- In Part 4, Professor Hyoje Cho gave a short lecture about human rights. He then listed several 
characteristics of human rights, some of them related to government and politics and familiar 
to public, some moral and/or legal, and some specific and historical. Professor Cho put a huge 
emphasis on human rights, and stated that substantial actions to defend human rights are 
imperative in contemporary society. 

- Dr. Ana Maria Rodino led a reflection session intended to deepen participants’ comprehension 
of stereotypes and stereotypical images. The activity of describing stones and “making friends” 
with stones improved communication and negotiation capacities. The participants presented 
the progress they made with this activity enthusiastically, describing the stories of stones. When 
the activity ended, they acknowledged that looking at particular, individual features of stones 
allowed them develop emotional connections—even empathy—for the stones. The second 
part of the reflection session involved a discussion of discrimination and the classification of 
human groups. Human discrimination is a typical way of violating human rights. Biological 
differences do not signal value. Dr. Ana’s discussion of Human Rights Education (HRE) focused 
on the idea that in a world of various deep-root communities, many differences exist. In such a 
context, human rights are a required set of principles and norms agreed upon by human kind 
to guide the organization of inclusive, just, and solidary societies. Dr. Ana presented this view 
to enable participants to develop the idea of living everyday life guided by the recognition of 
human rights. Advocates of human rights ultimately aim to build societies, prevent violations, and 
facilitate individual transformations. The HRE Methodology is not concrete, but it includes many 
criteria—for example: educators’ monitoring of their own actions with an awareness of personal 
inconsistencies, promoting processes that lead to learning and active participation, encouraging
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conscious reflection and action, understanding the value of conflicts as learning opportunities to 
negotiate constructively, and developing group work as a space for cooperation and learning. 

- During Part 5 of the session, the participants were divided into 8 groups: poor farmers, fisher 
folk, TNCs, indigenous people, IFI, NGO, garment factory workers, national ministers of economic 
development. Each group was asked to propose key solutions for conflicts listed on the paper 
they were given. The contents included conditions such as poverty, root causes, and government 
policies that hinder the current state of each group financially, environmentally, and politically. The 
participants began developing their ideas and thoughts to provide some solutions to resolve the 
marginalization. This part culminated with the skype call and Q&A with an additional sharing of 
GCED Topics and Learning Objectives and Prevention of Violent Extremism through Education 
(PVE-E) between the participants and UNESCO Headquarters.

- In the last part of the session, Ms. Lea Espallardo, conducted an overview of participants’ 
presentations on GCED, plans, approaches, and desired outcomes. For the exercise, participants 
took part in a discussion to compare classrooms to playgrounds. In a short while, they realized 
that students not only learn from teachers, but also from each other. The objective of this activity 
was to point out the importance of interconnectedness among social circles, as opposed to 
overly heavy reliance on textbooks.
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Session 4. Focus Study: Prevention of Violent Extremism through Education (PVE-E)

- This session aimed to provide the most adequate guidance on the Prevention of Violent 
Extremism. Mr. Dylan Wray presented a short video clip about violent extremism, and after that, 
the participants described their moods, feelings, and emotions in writing. During the session, 
participants shared their own definitions of violence, and were able to learn about how other 
people construed violence. 

Mr. Dylan Wray defined violent extremism as ‘when you do not allow for a different point of 
view’; ‘when you hold your own views as being exclusively right’; ‘when you do not allow for 
the possibility of difference’ and ‘when you want to impose this view on others using violence if 
necessary.’ Agreeing with what Mr. Dylan Wray said, participants saw the crucial role of education 
in resolving ongoing conflicts related to violent extremism. They also expressed the belief that 
education can lead to the elimination of violence as an option.

During the next part of the session, participants initially drew identity charts, and were asked 
to include both how they see themselves and how others see them. In this way, they could 
understand the multiplicity of identity and could reflect deeply on their own values, beliefs, and 
ideas. In the second activity, participants were only allowed to communicate in whispers and 
through this, they learned ‘how to allow different voices.’ Silence led to a more profound reflection 
and to a more focused reading, which ensured non-judgement of everyone involved.

- At the afternoon plenary session, each group was asked to identify PUSH and PULL factors. 
They defined PUSH factors as marginalization, inequality, discrimination, perceived or actual 
persecution, limited access to education, and denial of rights and civil liberties. As participants 
tried to identify PULL factors in their respective countries, the existence of organized violent 
extremist groups that offer membership, a sense of belonging, and material rewards drew 
everyone’s attention. 

The keys to prevent violent extremism are solidarity, respect for diversity, human rights, Learning 
to Live Together, and the facilitation of engagement.
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Session 5. Innovative Practices of GCED and Reflection of Pedagogical Approaches for 
Transformative Education

In this session, participants shared the pedagogical methodologies they use to develop projects 
and curricula in their respective countries and organizations. They prepared creative collages to 
demonstrate the principles, tools and practices for teaching GCED that they use. The activity 
was followed by a discussion of the key questions related to GCED and effective use of various 
pedagogical approaches for transformative teaching and learning. 

A global citizen is a responsive and responsible citizen who tackles what is obtainable to promote 
GCED, and it is important to “go ahead,” with an open heart and to embrace one another and 
accept everyone. Participants agreed that global challenges are worth facing for the beauty of 
peace and mutual growth. One of the teams connected GCED to hospitality, friendliness, and 
resistance in South Korea. During the reflection, Ms. Lea Espallardo and participants pointed out 
that creativity and connection/networking are important for future work and development. 

Shifting from context-based to activity-based and culture-based approaches is one way to 
improve education, and participants had an opportunity to develop action plans for global 
education. 
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Session 6. Action Plan Development

The session aimed to expand participants’ knowledge regarding methods for implementing 
GCED in their local contexts. It enabled participants to more deeply reflect about how to initiate 
and sustain practical action.

During the session, Ms. Lea Espallardo provided guidelines for participants in the development of 
their action plans: aim to be transformative, incorporate opportunities for reflection and analysis, 
and utilize a planned intervention/action to empower learners. Participants were given a general 
outline for action plans; they should be drawn from workshop learning experiences, based on 
the needs and contexts of specific target group/learners. With an understanding of the potential 
effects of their action plans, participants began mind-mapping a thematic-based, and topic-
specific curriculum development/lesson plan/project/research. This session gave participants 
invaluable time to gain insight and broaden the spectrum of their GCED values.

Session 7. Deepening the Understanding GCED: Participation in the International 
Conference on GCED

The 2nd International Conference on GCED brought together those who have been at the forefront 
of GCED from all corners of the world. Under the overarching theme of ‘‘in pursuit of GCED 
in a challenging environment’, the Conference touched upon the difficulties we face globally, 
nationally, and locally that call for renewed attention to GCED. Participants actively engaged 
in discussions and group activities to try to tackle all the challenges of enacting GCED. The 
conference encompassed diverse programmes including plenary sessions, GCED exhibition, 
concurrent sessions, and special lectures.
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Session 8. Taking Action and Way Forward

This session aimed to provide participants practical tips and feedback about how to apply 
workshop inputs and skills as they design their own GCED training programmes. Explaining 
how to integrate creative methodologies and transformative approaches to teaching GCED, 
participants individually shared their actions plans. After presentations, questions and comments 
led them to develop more profound understandings of GCED. Participants enjoyed their last meal 
at APCEIU, and Ms. Lea Espallardo facilitated the final reflection. One by one, as they tossed a 
ball of string to one another, participants talked about the most meaningful experiences they had 
at APCEIU; when they had all finished sharing, they saw a web of string connecting each one of 
them to the rest. A visual representation of the core message of GCED, the huge web of string 
reflected how participants from all regions of the world were able to work in harmony to improve 
education around the world.
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School Visit:
Innovative Practices of GCED at the School Level (8 September) 
Seoul Kongyeon Elemetary School and Shinsu Middle School 

Designed as a platform to facilitate sharing GCED practices in Korea, school visits in Seoul are 
prepared. With observing GCED classes at either Elementary School or Middle School by groups, 
participants will be enabled to learn how GCED is being implementated in Korean primary and 
secondary classrooms. In addition, there will be a chance to have conversation with ‘GCED Lead 
Teachers*’ who are appointed by the Ministry of Education in Korea. 

Who are GCED Lead Teachers?
GCED Lead Teachers are a group of teachers from 17 cities and provinces in Korea who 
were appointed by the MOE of the ROK to play a leading role in promoting and implementing 
GCED in Korean Schools. In 2017, 64 Korean primary and secondary teachers were 
appointed as the 3rd batch of National GCED Lead Teachers and 646 teachers as Regional 
GCED Lead Teachers. In their respective cities and provinces, the Lead Teachers actively 
engage in delivering teacher trainings on GCED and forming teachers’ lerning communities to 
develop model lessons and best practices on GCED.

Special Sessions
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The 2nd International Conference on GCED: Platform on Pedagogy and Practice  
(13- 14 September) 

With the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) of the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable 
Development coming into force in 2016, Global Citizenship Education (GCED) made its first 
appearance in the global education agenda. APCEIU, cognizant of challenges, tensions and 
opportunities revolving around GCED, felt an urgent need to reach out to education stakeholders 
around the world for the promotion of GCED. Against this backdrop, the International Conference 
on GCED: Platform on Pedagogy and Practice was initiated as a place of exchange, interaction 
and dialogue.

The Conference, which is held annually in September, provided an excellent opportunity for 
participants to deeply immerse themselves in GCED for two full days. A multiplicity of views 
and perspectives were shared, and a variety of practical, hands-on experiences were offered 
in an atmosphere of mutual support and respect. Including many different formats to cater to a 
diverse audience, the Conference aimed to inspire each and every participant to learn from fellow 
participants and act on their own initiative to make GCED root down firmly at the local level.

The 2nd Conference, just as the 1st one that took place last year, brought together those who 
had been at the forefront of GCED from all corners of the world. Under the overarching theme of 
‘in pursuit of GCED in a challenging environment’, the Conference intended to touch upon the 
difficulties we face globally, nationally and locally that call for renewed attention to GCED. At the 
same time, voices of practitioners and leaders in their respective fields of work who have defied 
the odds and all the doubters to put GCED into action were shared and noted.
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Han River Cruise 
(6 Sept, Wednesday)

The Han River Cruise is one of the best ways to enjoy the Han 
River. There are 8 different docks from which to board, including 
Yeouido, Jamsil, Yangwha, Ttukseom, Sangam, Seoul Forest, 
Jamdubong and Seonyudo. The cruises have different themes, 
including a pirate theme for children and a K-Culture cruise for 
Hallyu fans, allowing passengers to enjoy live performances and 
fine dining as they admire the scenery.

The Demilitarized Zone (DMZ)  
(9 Sept, Wednesday)

The Military Demarcation Line runs 250 km and separates the 
Koreas. The DMZ is the 2km wide area between the Northern 
and Southern boundaries which serves as a buffer zone to 
prevent means of provocation. The Panmunjom (Joint Security 
Area) is where the 1953 Korean Armistice that pasued the 
Korean War was signed. The buildings are still used today for 
holding discussions between North and South Korea.

Field Visits
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1. Teacher Training
2. Curriculum
3. Project Based Learning
4. Training
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1. Teacher Training
Colombia - Julio Mauricio Torres Angel and Yordiley Torres

1 3

2 4
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1. Teacher Training
Bangladesh- MD Khorshed Alam

1 4

2 5

3 6
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1. Teacher Training
Malaysia- Naza Idris Saadon

1 4

2 5

3
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1. Teacher Training
Indonesia - Samto

1 4

2 5

3
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1 4

2 5

3

1. Teacher Training
Nigeria - Samuel Ladan Kayit
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1 4

2 5

3 6

1. Teacher Training
Mongolia - Bakhytgul Byekbolat
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1. Teacher Training
Georgia - Marika Sikharulidze

1 4

2 5

3 6
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1 4

2 5

3 6

1. Teacher Training
Myanmar - Kalayar Than and Thu Zar Shein
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1. Teacher Training
Azerbaijan - Vafa Yagublu

1 3

2 4
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5 7

6
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1 4

2 5

3

1. Teacher Training   
Uzbekistan - Shikhnazar Sharofaddinov
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1 4

2 5

3 6

1. Teacher Training  
Tonga - Ponepate Taunisila
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1 4

2 5

3

1. Teacher Training  
Rwanda - Theogene Kayiranga
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1 4

2 5

3 6

1. Teacher Training  
Pakistan - Zafar Hayat Malik
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1 4

2 5

3

1. Teacher Training  
Chile - Marcelo Ignacio Trivelli Oyarzun
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2. Curriculum 
Iraq - Hussein Sadeq Kadhim Allaki

1 4

2 5

3
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1 4

2 5

3

2. Curriculum 
Kenya - Joash Manyi
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1 4

2 5

3 6

2. Curriculum 
Cambodia - Thoeun Ngeth
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2. Curriculum 
Senegal - Bamba Dethialaw Dieng

1 4

2 5

3
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1 4

2 5

3

2. Curriculum 
Swaziland - Ntombenhle Nkosinomsa Lucia Dlamini
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1 4

2 5

3 6

3. Project Based Learning  
Philippines - Benito Benoza
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1 4

2 5

3

3. Project Based Learning  
Argentina - Daniela Gisele Zalloco
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1 3

2 4

3. Project Based Learning  
Japan - Saeko Fujimoto
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5 7

6 8
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1 4

2 5

3

3. Project Based Learning  
Laos - Sengpapha Holanouphab
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1 4

2 5

3

3. Project Based Learning  
Tanzania - Menard Johnson Sikana
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1 4

2 5

3

3. Project Based Learning 
Gambia - Lamin Jarjou
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1 4

2 5

3

4. Training 
Madagascar- Soarinaivo Fanjamboahangy Ratsimisetra Ep Razafindrampanana
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1 3

2

4

4. Training
Zambia - Beatrice Chama

TITLE : GCED  TRAINING PROJECT FOR 
STUDENT TEACHERS.
WHAT:  Human Rights, Conflict Resolution
TARGET GROUP: Restless club students
WHERE: Mansa College of Education 
Zambia.

OBJECTIVES.

Enable students to:
-Respect human rights
-Co- exist
-Avoid riotous behavior
-Exercise life values and attitudes related 
to human rights.

RATIONALE.

There is a problem of marginalization 
and riotous behavior in the college. The 
training therefore will help students to 
embrace one another and avoid riotous 
behavior.
If students are trained and exposed to the 
concept of GCED on Human Rights and 
Conflict Resolution they will change their 
behavior.
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1 3

2 4

4. Training 
Egypt - Mai Mohamed
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1 4

2 5

3 6

4. Training 
Oman - Khalaf Marhoun Al'Abri and Sulaiman Al-Balushi
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PARTICIPANT REFLECTIONSIV.
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1. What did you like the best or find most useful from the workshop? And why?
Synopsis
Of the 30 participants surveyed, six participants (20%) deemed sessions on pedagogical 
approaches as the most useful because it is implementable to their individual contexts. 
Participants in enjoy instructiveness of the sessions and believe that it is an important 
competence for teachers to have. 
Another 20% of participants were in agreement that the workshop equipped them with a good 
overall understanding of the various elements of GCED.

• Pedagogical Approaches
- All pedagogical strategies that we can implement in our work
- I like pedagogical approaches and sessions because pedagogical methodology is 
important for teachers. What, how, when, and where. Teachers should have deep 
understanding.
- Teachers’ competence and transformative teaching learning methods for GCED
- Pedagogies, human rights and action plan because they are implementable in my country
- Interactive sessions were useful because I can integrate into my work, especially, training 
workshop for teachers.
- The methodologies from Lea and all presenters as well. They are interactive.

• Understanding GCED 
- GCED Conference
- About understanding regional and national contexts of promoting GCED.
- The understanding of global issues in regard of GCED
- Touched A to Z of GCED that helps get into action (personal experiences, international 
conference…)
- Sharing transformative pedagogies to advance GCED in schools, especially integrating 
GCED through art. Also provision of the GCED Conference was strategic in strengthening 
the workshop

• The Facilitators 
- Presentations by the international experts. They are people who are very much involved in 
the fields they work.
- Lecture by Dylan, Lea, Anna Maria and Swee Hin
- Facilitators are fine and friendly
- Lea’s sessions, the conference and the DMZ

Participant Reflections
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• Content sharing between participants
- Knowing facilitators and learning and having had the opportunity of sharing and speaking 
openly outside the formal workshop.
- Learning about others' context
- GCED content sharing, because I can use it in my local context

• A Specific session topic
- Culture of peace and international understanding
- Education for peace. Peace is not only important in the local context but also internationally.
- PVE, as it directly links with my current assignment
- Promoting respect for human rights

• Networking
- New friends around the world with GCED
- Building a network with wonderful participants and experts and teachers. We can 
collaborate in the future.

• Field Visit
- School visit was useful. We can see the actual activities on time and effective ways of 
learning; combining theoretical knowledge from the workshop and implementation in the 
school
- DMZ gave clear picture of why GCED is needed

• Organization of the Workshop
- Organization and logistics were well handled right from the beginning to the end. Sharing 
session materials in good time

2. What did you like least or find least useful from the workshop? And why?
Synopsis
Some participants found it difficult to relate the interactive activities to their fields of profession. 
Others also believed that too much time was devoted to theoretical sessions and not enough to 
practical. 
Few participants felt uneasy with the session on Preventing Violent Extremism due to some 
references of religion and lack of information on the context. Definition should be carefully 
delivered.

• Practicality of session and activities 
- The physical and artistic activities were difficult to relate to teaching practice of GCED
- Long time devoted to theoretical presentations 
- Be practical rather than theoretical 
- Country presentations were not about the theme.

• Session on Preventing Violent Extremism
- Regional context of violent extremism 
- PVE. It didn’t talk about a lot of countries or contexts. Just about religious violence.
- The definition of violent extremism

• Reflection sessions
- Some formal sharing activities were too superficial 
- Reflections of the fellow participants seemed too long
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• Lack of certain information
- Information on DMZ was scarce. There should have been a session to discuss DMZ 
context before the field visit.
- Clearing house. It is an interesting place but I lacked guidance on the activities to 
understand full importance.

3. Are there any topics that should have been given more time to explore?
* Some participants gave more than one topics. Answers that did not have an explanation 
were only counted as a number. 
Synopsis
Majority of the participants expressed interest in knowing more deeply about the different 
methods of implementing and practicing GCED. They want to know innovative tools and 
strategies to engage students and teachers for peaceful practices. Secondly, participants 
believed the topic of Preventing Violent Extremism needs to be more deeply discussed through 
specific examples and what is being done to solve them. Participants feel an urgent need to learn 
about PVE to counter it with pedagogical tools.

• Transformative Pedagogies for GCED (8)
- Transformative pedagogies because it deepens participation and comprehensions
- Innovative tools for engaging learners. Pedagogical strategies 
- The methodological aspect of how to build peace and just at local, global level. How to 
identify main factors to address (push/pull factors..)
- De-normalization of beliefs, prejudices, innovative pedagogical tools
- Innovative pedagogical tools
- Teacher improvement strategies
- Project-based initiatives by local schools as well as international organizations

• Preventing Violent Extremism (6)
- Examples on violent episodes around the world and the actions the UN is pushing with a 
view to create platforms for peace/reconciliations 
- Prevent violent extremism, the type of pedagogical approaches to be used to prevent 
violence

• Human Rights (3)
- Human rights that can aid understanding of people we deal/relate with
- Maybe human rights or gender issues

• Sharing between participants (2)
- The participants’ experiences
- Reflection and discussion should be longer

• Action plan development (2)
• Environmental Sustainability (1)
• Education for International Understanding (1)
• Dismantling the culture of war to a culture of peace (1)
• Building global/local justice (1)
• GCED implementation assessment (1)
• Everything, I need more time to explore and understand each topic more deeply (1)
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4) What would be your main takeaways from the workshop?
* Some participants gave more than one takeaways. Answers that did not have an explanation 
were only counted as a number. 
Synopsis
Participants were in agreement that they gained a good well rounded knowledge on the key 
concepts of GCED by the closing of the workshop. Participants developed a deeper identification 
as global citizens. Secondly, participant were able to takeaway various ideas for practicing GCED 
to use in their contexts once returning to their countries.

• Knowledge of GCED (13)
- Knowledge and experience on the field of GCED. We became much more tolerant of other 
people.
- GCED may be a good opportunity to improve quality of our education activities of our 
communities at all levels. However we need to change our mind. 
- Peace, understanding, good shedding of prejudices
- Dismantling the culture of war and human rights
- The fact that GCED is a way of living for everyone. That is possible in all subjects though 
countries have the right to priorities.
- Diversity makes beauty 
- We should not wait for the nation of GCED to be integrated in our policies and plans. Let’s 
start working for it from today.
- Deeper understanding of GCED

• Ideas for activities (8)
- Interactive, imaginative, fun, thoughtful and moved activities as effective methodologies for 
implementing GCED
- Unique pedagogical ideas
- Activities from Lea and role play from Swee Hin and hat activity
- Ideas and tools to do GCED that is attractive to students and teachers
- The interactive methodologies on approaching GCED
- Creative activities, action plans, ideas, GCED efforts in other countries
- Education through acting
- Knowledge about technical knowhow for action

• Curriculum (3)
- Lea’s presentation on the student voices or school curriculum formulation
- Integrating GCED in the curriculum
- Materials given on GCED curriculum is very useful

• Sharing experiences (2)
- Sharing experiences, learn being a better global citizen and be confident by acting
- Sharing a common language

• Action plan development (2)
• Networking (1)
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5) General comments and suggestion for improvement.
Suggestion
• To give more time for showing international experiences 
• Having Korean participants would have been helpful
• Increase facilitators from Africa. Include more discussions
• More/better pre-work to simplify sessions
• Visa expenses could be improved
• There should be orientation about Korean culture (history, modern life..)
• Invite MOE senior officials, so the message can be reached to the policy level quickly and 
effectively. Gov can take actions and make necessary decision making. (eg. Principles, DGs or 
DDGs)
• I wanted to learn more about how UNESCO’s contacts and networks with ASPNet schools. 
• Program should be longer in days because every day, the schedule is tight and sometimes I felt 
very tired.
• Some facilitators speak too fast and I couldn’t catch what they said/meant
• To have more time to visit schools. Go to two schools. 
• The workshop and conference made me more confident and committed for implementing 
GCED.
• Would suggest be included advocacy techniques and communication skills as well as social 
media managing 

Complimentary
• The workshop and conference made me more confident and committed for implementing 
GCED. 
• Well organized and appreciate the organizer for choosing Malaysia as part of GCED initiatives
• Well organized
• Implementable and useful
• Keep working ahead
• Workshop is well organized and staffs are very helpful and knowledgeable. 
• No further recommendations, good job.
• Well organized and appreciate the organizer for choosing Malaysia as part of GCED initiatives
• Well suited for professional fields of the participants
• I am deeply impressed by the contribution and hospitality of APCEIU.
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